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Import export intro
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Match the words to the meanings
A. a list of the cargo
B. goods carried by a ship,

Match the words to the pictures
1. tariﬀ

airplane, or other vehicle

1 ________

11________

2. manifest

C. a ban on trade with another country

2_________

12________

3. consignment

D. the business of transporting goods

3_________

13________

4. procurement

E. the planning and coordination of the

4_________

14________

5. embargo

5_________

15________

6. inventory

F. obtaining or finding goods or services

6_________

7. shipping

G. a shipment of goods

7_________

8. logistics

H. the network of organizations involved in

8_________

9. freight

the process of designing, making, delivering,

9_________

10.supply chain

and supporting a product

10________

movement of goods

I. the stock of goods held by a business
J. a tax on goods

Import export intro answers
Pictures
1. customs
2. tariff
3. barrier
4. embargo
5. merchant
6. cargo (bigger consignments)
7. supply chain
8. logistics
9. inventory
10. freight (smaller consignments)
11. invoice
12. shipping
13. consignment
14. manifests
15. procurement

1. tariff

J . a tax on goods

2. manifest

A. a list of the cargo

3. consignment

G. a shipment of goods

4. procurement.

F. obtaining or finding goods or services

5. embargo

C. a ban on trade with another country

6. inventory

I. the stock of goods held by a business

7. shipping

D. the business of transporting goods

8. logistics

E. planning and coordination of the movement of goods

9. freight

B. goods carried by a ship, airplane, or other vehicle

10.supply chain

H. the network of organizations involved in
the process of designing, making, delivering,
and supporting a product

